Introduction
Finding a spelling or typing error is easy if the erroneous word is not part of the language, since then a spell checker can point out such a non-word error. The detection problem is harder if the erroneous word is part of the language. An example is the misspelling of the intended word "sight" as "site." Such an error can be detected by examining the context of the word. Accordingly, it has been called a context-based spelling error (Golding (1995) , Golding and Roth (1996, 1999) , Golding and Schabes (1996) ).
It is convenient that throughout most of the chapter we make the following two assumptions. First, we assume that the event of a context-based spelling error is relatively rare, and that the user is unlikely to make the same mistake several times in the same document. For example, if the user misspells "sight" as "site," then this error is assumed to be due to a momentary lapse and not due to user ignorance regarding the spelling of "sight." Second, we assume that, for any erroneous word instance introduced by a context-based spelling error, the text also contains an instance of the correct word. The two assumptions are mostly but not always satisfied. For example, a person may confuse some words and make some errors repeatedly. For example, such confusion could exist about "its" versus "it's" or "complement" versus "compliment." As a second example, a word may occur just once in a text, and that single occurrence may be mistyped or misspelled. Toward the end of the chapter, in Sections 4 and 5, we describe extensions of the method that do not require the two assumptions.
In contrast to spell checkers, a syntax checker may possibly detect a context-based spelling error. However, there is no guarantee of such detection, since, among other reasons, the parts-of-speech of the erroneous word may permit an acceptable parsing of the sentence. For example, if "site" displaces "sight" in the sentence "It was a beautiful sight," then the resulting sentence "It was a beautiful site" has an acceptable parsing. Indeed, the latter sentence is meaningful and by itself gives no clue that the word "site" is out of place. Here are a few additional examples of intended and erroneous words: bay-pay, fair-fare, for-four, its-it's, lead-led, quiet-quite, them-then, there-three.
Error detection by a syntax checker likely is difficult if the text contains many special terms, symbols, formulas, or conventions whose syntactic contribution cannot be established without a complete understanding of the text; examples are mathematical T E X or L A T E X texts. For such texts, as well as for texts that do not contain such complicating aspects, this chapter offers an effective technique for identifying the majority of context-based spelling errors without the need to fully understand the text. The main results are as follows.
(1) A new way of encoding, for a given occurrence of a word w, the structure of the neighborhood of the occurrence and the connection with other occurrences of w and their neighborhoods. The encoding uses the text under investigation as well as a second text that acts as a reference text. (2) A new way of learning from prior, correct text how context-based spelling errors can be recognized. This step uses the encoding of (1) and an existing data mining algorithm. It produces a set of logic formulas that contain insight into context-based spelling errors. (3) A new way of employing the logic formulas of (2) to identify likely context-based spelling errors in testing texts. The scheme accepts both small and large testing texts, and it handles unusual cases such as erroneous words never seen in the learning phase.
The method is called Ltest (Logic test) as it uses logic formulas to test for errors. Ltest has been added to an existing spell and syntax checking system. We have conducted tests involving mathematical book chapters typeset in T E X, technical papers typeset in L A T E X, and newspaper texts in two subject areas. For the learning step we randomly selected prior texts from the given domain. These texts averaged 30,012 word instances. The testing texts consisted of some large texts averaging 7,138 word instances and some small texts averaging 105 word instances. The latter texts were introduced to see if the method can find context-based spelling errors when a testing text does not provide much insight into the usage pattern of words. Although the average prior text had about four times the size of the average large testing text, roughly half the word usage in the testing texts was not sufficiently represented in the prior texts to allow learning of such usage and subsequent error checking. Such representation does not require much: If Ltest is to learn the difference between a given word and a given erroneous word, then both words must occur at least three times in both the training text and the history text, which Ltest obtains by splitting the prior text. Though this requirement is mild, for the average large text just 3,162 possible error cases out of a total of 7,360 possible error cases, or 43%, could be tested. For the average small text, 12 possible error cases out of a total of 28 possible error cases, or 43%, could be tested. It is shown later that these percentages can be boosted close to 100% by a suitable augmentation of the training text and the history text. We did not carry out such augmentation for the tests since such a change might have introduced a bias. Instead, we evaluated the performance of Ltest on the possible error cases for which the prior texts had allowed learning. We introduced such errors randomly into the testing texts. On average, Ltest detected 68% of these errors in large texts and 87% in small texts. The testing texts with the errors were also checked by the syntax checker of the system, in a separate step. The syntax checker, by itself, performed poorly, finding only 12% of the errors in large texts and 4% in small texts. Combined use of Ltest and the syntax checker-which is the way the entire process has been implemented-boosted the detection rate for large texts to 72%, but did not improve the rate of 87% for small texts. The difference in performance between samll and large texts is due to two factors: -large texts normally involve numerous special terms, symbols, formulas, and conventions that make error detection more complicated than small texts, -small testing texts are examined by the classifiers that are created for large testing texts, so classifiers perform better on the small texts. Define a diagnosis to be false-positive if the method estimates a correct word instance to be in error. Clearly, user acceptance of the method requires that at most a few false-positive diagnoses are made. This requirement was satisfied in the test cases, since false-positive diagnoses occurred on average for 23 word instances, or 0.7% of the 3,162 tested instances of a large text, and for 1 word instance of a small text. The 1 false-positive diagnosis for the average small testing text represents 8% of the tested instances, which is high but not important since the number of such cases, which is 1, is small. We ran another experiment on the method using texts for which the two leading prior methods, which are BaySpell (Golding (1995) ) and WinSpell (Golding and Roth (1999) ), had produced results. In the experiment, Ltest outperformed both methods by classifying 95.6% of the considered word instances correctly. BaySpell and WinSpell achieved 89.9% and 93.5% accuracy, respectively. Testing time is very low in these experiments: in the order of 2 minutes for large texts, and in order of 10 seconds for small texts, more details in Section 4 and in tables 3 and 6.
Taken together, the high detection rates and the low number of false-positive diagnoses for both large and small texts make the method an effective tool.
The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses previous work. Section 3 describes the method. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the method and the computational results. Section 5 outlines extensions. Section 6 summarizes the main points of the chapter. Appendices A to D contain technical details of some of the steps.
Previous work
A number of methods have been developed for the detection of context-based spelling errors. The research up to 1992 is covered in the survey by Kukich (1992) . The methods proposed since then use a Bayesian approach (Golding (1995) ) that may be combined with partof-speech trigrams (Golding and Schabes (1996) ), transformation-based learning (Mangu and Brill (1997) ), latent semantic analysis (Jones and Martin (1997) ), differential grammars (Powers (1997) ), lexical chains (St-Onge (1995) , Hirst and St-Onge (1995) , Budanitsky (1999) , Budanitsky and Hirst (2001) ), and Winnow-based techniques (Golding and Roth (1996, 1999) , Roth (1998) ). The two leading prior methods are the statistics-based BaySpell (Golding (1995) ) and the Winnow-based WinSpell (Golding and Roth (1999) ).
The Bayesian method (Golding (1995) ) handles context-based spelling correction as a problem of ambiguity resolution. The ambiguity is modeled by confusion sets. The Bayesian method uses decision lists to choose the proper word from the confusion set. It also relies on classifiers for two types of features: context-words and collocations. The method learns these features from a training corpus of correct text. The testing process starts with a list of features sorted by decreasing strength and traverses the entire list to combine evidences from all matching features in a given context and target word. In the experiment reported in Golding (1995) , 18 confusion sets are used. The performance ranges from 45% to 98% with an average of 82% of the words classified correctly. Golding uses 1-Million-Word Brown corpus and the 3/4-Million-Word corpus of the Wall Street Journal.
The Winnow approach of Golding and Roth (1996) uses a multiplicative weight update algorithm that achieves a good accuracy and handles a large number of features. The method learns large set of features with the corresponding weight. The method performs better than Bayesian. The multiplicative weight update algorithm represents the members of a confusion set as clouds of simple nodes corresponding to context words and collocation features. Winnow requires confusion sets to be known in advance. In the training phase, a feature extractor learns a set of features and produces a huge list of all features in the training text. Statistics of occurrence of features are also collected. Pruning is applied to eliminate unreliable features. The algorithm has been applied to 21 confusion sets taken from the list of "Words commonly confused" in the back of the Random House dictionary (Flexner (1983) ).
Details of Ltest
For a given domain of texts, Ltest carries out two steps called the learning step and the testing step. In the learning step, Ltest learns from prior text that is known to be error-free how context-based spelling errors may manifest themselves. Ltest splits the prior text into a training text and a history text. We cover the splitting process in a moment.
The idea of training text and history text is based on the following intuitive idea. Suppose we are not experts in some field, say in law. We are given some correct legal document to read. As we scan the text, we may not really understand the sense in which some words are used. But we can learn how words are used in connection with other words. Next, we are given another legal document and are asked to check it for errors. Strictly speaking, we cannot do so since we are not experts. But we can read the second text and see whether some words are used out of context, relative to the word usage in the first text.
In terms of this intuitive discussion, let us view the history text as the first document and the training text as the second one. The reader may object to the latter choice since the training text is correct, as is, of course, the history text. But that changes now. We introduce errors into the training text, one at a time, and try to see how we could locate that error using both the training text and the history text. Using data mining, we compress that knowledge about finding errors into logic formulas. Later, when a new text that is not known to be correct is tested for errors, we analyze that new text using these logic formulas. At that time, the new text plays the role of the training text, while the history text plays the same role as before.
Throughout this section, w is a word that by a typical spelling or typing error may become another word, which we denote by v. We call the correct word w the intended word, while any incorrect v that is produced instead of w by a typical spelling or typing error, is an error word for w. We collect the error words v for a given intended word w in the confusion set for w. For example, if the intended word w is there, then the possible error words v for w are three and their, and hence {three, their} is the confusion set for there.
We call the possible alteration of w to v a substitution and denote it by v←w. The substitutions linking the just-mentioned correct there and the error words their and three are three←there and their←there. Other example substitutions are must←just and its←it's. To streamline the presentation, we skip here details of the construction of the substitutions. Those details are covered in Appendix A.
We employ the notation v i to represent the ith instance of the word v in the given text. In connection with a given substitution v←w, we use the adjectives good and bad in the obvious way. For example, if an instance v i of v in a text was intended to be an instance w j of w, then we say that the instance v i is bad and that the instance w j is good.
Next we discuss the learning step.
Learning Step
First, Ltest splits the prior text into a training text and a history text by assigning each sentence of the prior text to one of the two texts. The assignment is done by a heuristic method described in Appendix B. The method has the goal that, for each substitution v←w for which both v and w occur in the prior text, the training text and the history text contain about the same number of instances of v as well as w. Of course, that goal may not be reached for a particular v and w, due to the way these words may occur in the sentences of the prior text. But according to experiments, the method typically gets close to that goal.
With the training text and history text at hand, the learning step carries out the following process for each substitution v←w. For each instance v i of v in the training text, a characteristic vector is computed. The vector has a total of 18 ±1 entries. The entries relate the words, parts-of-speech of words, punctuation marks, and special symbols near a given instance v i in the training text to the words, parts-of-speech of words, punctuation marks, and special symbols near other instances v j of v in either the training text or the history text. In terms of the earlier, intuitive discussion, the entries of the characteristic vector record the usage of the word v in the context of the training text and the history text.
For example, suppose that the instance v i of v is preceded by two words p The reader may wonder why we do not use 0 instead of −1 to record absence of the sequence p
The reason is the encoding convention of the data mining tool Lsquare introduced shortly. That tool interprets +1 to mean that a certain fact, say X, holds, −1 to mean that fact X does not hold, and 0 to mean that it is unknown whether fact X holds, Felici and Truemper (2002) .
Suppose the characteristic vectors for each instance v i of v have been computed. Then, for each instance w j of w in the training text, w j is replaced temporarily by an instance v r of v, and a characteristic vector for that v r is computed. Consistent with the earlier use of the terms good and bad, we are justified to call each v i good and each v r bad.
At this point, we have two classes of characteristic vectors. The first class consists of the vectors representing features of the good occurrences of v. Let us call this class G(v). The second class consists of the vectors representing features of the bad occurrences of v generated from the occurrences of w in the text. Let us call the second class B v←w (v) . The subscript v←w in the notation B v←w (v) is needed since the second class is the set of vectors of bad occurrences of v generated from occurrences of w according to the substitution v←w.
With the two classes G(v) and B v←w (v) at hand, the learning step uses the data mining algorithm Lsquare to compute a set of logic formulas L v←w (v) that correctly classify each characteristic vector as being in one of the two classes G(v) or B v←w (v) . Details of Lsquare are given in the chapter "Learning Logic Formulas and Related Error Distributions" included in this volume. Thus, we only sketch here the features of Lsquare needed for the situation at hand.
Lsquare accepts as input two sets A and B of {0, ±1} vectors, all having the same length, say n. An entry +1 means that a certain fact, say X, is known to hold, −1 means that fact X is known not to hold, and 0 means that it is unknown whether fact X holds. For the cases considered in this chapter, the vectors are the above defined characteristic vectors, and thus do not contain any 0s and are {±1} vectors. Lsquare outputs a set of 20 disjunctive normal form (DNF) logic formulas and 20 conjunctive normal form (CNF) logic formulas, each of which uses some subset of logic variables y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n . To classify an arbitrary {±1} vector x of length n, Lsquare first assigns True/False values to y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n according to the rule y i = T rue if x i = 1 and y i = F alse if x i = −1. The True/False values are used to evaluate each of the 20 DNF and 20 CNF formulas. If a formula evaluates to True (resp. False), then we say that the formula produces a vote of 1 (resp. −1). Summing up the 40 votes produced by the 40 logic formulas, we get a vote-total that is even and may range from −40 to 40. Lsquare guarantees that, for each vector x of A (resp. B), the vote-total is positive (resp. negative). When A and B are randomly drawn from two populations A and B, then a vote-total for a record of A ∪ B close to 40 means that the vector is in A with high probability and thus is in B with very low probability. As the vote-total decreases from +40 and eventually reaches −40, the probability of membership in A decreases while that of membership in B increases.
We interrupt the discussion of the training step for a moment and sketch how the constructed logic formulas L v←w (v) are used in the testing step. Suppose we have a testing text with instances of v and w. We want to know whether, relative to the substitution v←w, an instance v k of v is good or bad. We compute, for that instance, a characteristic vector t(v k ) using the testing/history texts instead of the training/history texts, and apply to that vector the set of logic formulas of L v←w (v) . Suppose the vote-total exceeds an appropriately selected threshold. We then estimate the vector t(v k ) to be in the class G(v), which plays the role of A in the above discussion about Lsquare. Thus, we have evidence that the instance v k may be good. On the other hand, if the vector t(v k ) is declared to be in the class B v←w (v), then this is evidence that the instance v k may be bad.
We continue the discussion of the training step. So far, we have learned to differentiate between good and bad instances of v relative to the substitution v←w. Next, the learning step trains how to classify the other word of the substitution, w, as good or bad. Analogously to the case of v, the training step constructs two classes of vectors for w. The first class, G(w), contains one vector for each good occurrence of w in the training text. The second class, B v←w (w), includes one vector for each bad occurrence of w generated from one occurrence of v in the training text. Once more, we use Lsquare to determine a set of 40 logic formulas L v←w (w) that, using vote-totals, correctly assign the vectors to their sets G(w) and B v←w (w). One may employ L v←w (w) for testing a text that contains both v and w, as follows. Take an instance v k of v in the text. To see whether v k was intended to be a w, temporarily replace v k by an instance of w; let that instance be w q . Compute a characteristic vector f v←w (w q ) for w q , and apply L v←w (w) to the vector f v←w (w q ). If f v←w (w q ) is declared to be in G(w) (resp. B v←w (w)) according to some appropriately selected threshold, then we have evidence that w q likely is good (resp. bad) and thus v k likely is bad (resp. good).
Here is an example, for the substitution there←three. We assume that the training text contains instances of there and instances of three. The learning step builds four classes of characteristic vectors: G(there), B there←three (there), G(three), and B there←three (three). Using the first two classes, Lsquare creates the set of logic formulas L there←three (there). This set is used to classify new vectors of there into the set G(there) or B there←three (there). Using the next two classes, namely G(three) and B there←three (three), Lsquare builds the set of logic formulas L there←three (three). The latter set is used to classify vectors of three into the set G(three) or B there←three (three). Note that the class G(there) consists of the vectors of the good occurrences of there, while the class B there←three (there) consists of the vectors of the bad occurrences of there generated from the occurrences of three.
The above discussion several times explicitly or implicitly refers to appropriately selected thresholds for various vote totals. The computation of these thresholds is part of the testing step, which we cover next.
Testing Step
We assume that the testing text has been processed by a spell checker and that, therefore, it does not contain any illegal words. For each word v of the text, we find all possible words w that by misspelling or mistyping may become v. That is, we construct the confusion set for v. We process each substitution v←w so determined as follows. If the text does not contain w, we cannot test the instances v k with respect to the substitution v←w. So assume that at least one instance of w is present. The processing depends on how often v occurs in the testing text. Declare the case to be regular if v occurs at least twice in the testing text, and define it to be special otherwise. We first treat the regular case. Let us assume that among the instances v k in the testing text there is at most one in error. We make the corresponding assumption for w. Given these assumptions, we expect that, for all vectors t(v k ) except at most one, the vote-total (v) .
Testing regular cases
We calculate an odd-valued threshold α v←w (v) using the above considerations; the details of the computations are given in Appendix D. Given α v←w (v), we estimate an instance v k of the testing text to be bad if its vote-total is less than the threshold, i.e., (v) and estimate v k to be good otherwise. In the former case, the difference d 1 (v k ) between the vote-total of t(v k ) and the threshold is a reasonable measure of the likelihood that v k is bad. That is, a large difference corresponds to a high likelihood.
We utilize L v←w (w) in analogous fashion. Each instance v k is temporarily replaced by an instance w q of the word w, and we get the vote-total s(f v←w (w q ), L v←w (w)) for the characteristic vector f v←w (w q ) of the generated w q . The vote-total is computed by L v←w (w). If the vote-total is above the threshold α v←w (w), then the generated occurrence w q likely is good, the instance v k is estimated to be bad, and the difference d 2 (v k ) between the votetotal and the threshold is a measure of the likelihood that v k is bad. If the vote-total is less than the threshold, then the generated occurrence w q likely is bad, and thus the instance v k is estimated to be good. Notice that the threshold α v←w (w) is computed analogously to α v←w (v) described above.
The tests involving the two thresholds may produce agreeing or conflicting estimates for a given instance v k . If at least one of the two tests estimates v k to be good, then we estimate v k to be good. On the other hand, if both tests estimate v k to be bad, then we estimate v k to be bad and take the sum d s (v k ) of d 1 (v k ) and d 2 (v k ) to be a measure of the likelihood that the estimate of v k being bad is indeed correct. Accordingly, we sort all such bad instances v k using their d s (v k ) values. The v k with the largest d s (v k ) is the most likely one to be bad. In the implementation of the method, that instance v k is posed to the user as a questionable word. If the user declares v k to be correct, we assume that the other instances of v that we estimated to be bad, are actually good as well. On the other hand, if the user agrees that the v k with largest d s (v k ) is indeed bad, then we pose to the user the case of the v k with the second largest d s (v k ) as potentially bad and apply the above rule recursively.
Testing special cases
We have completed the discussion of the regular case where each of v and w occurs at least twice in the testing text. Now, we discuss two special cases where v occurs exactly once in the testing text. Since v occurs just once, it may well be that this instance of v is bad. Hence, this situation calls for careful analysis. Here are the two cases.
Case (1) The word v occurs exactly once but w occurs at least twice in the testing text: We construct for each instance w l the characteristic vector t(w l ), apply L v←w (w), and get the vote-total r(t(w l ), L v←w (w)). Next, we temporarily replace the single v k by w q , construct the characteristic vector f v←w (w q ), and apply L v←w (w). If the resulting vote-total s(f v←w (w q ), L v←w (w)) for the generated w q is greater than the smallest of the r(t(w l ), L v←w (w)), then we estimate the w q that replaced v k to be good and thus estimate v k to be bad; otherwise, we estimate v k to be good.
Case (2) The word v occurs exactly once and w occurs only once in the testing text: We would like to construct a characteristic vector t(v k ) for v k as in the regular case, apply L v←w (v), and make a decision based on the vote-total. However, the rules for construction of t(v k ) demand that v k occurs at least twice in the testing text, which does not hold here. Hence, t(v k ) cannot be computed. We overcome this difficulty by a seemingly inappropriate step where the testing text is for the moment replaced by the history text appended by v k and its neighborhood of the testing text. That temporary substitution allows computation of t(v k ), since existence of L v←w (v) implies that v occurs at least three times in the history text.
We apply L v←w (v) to the vector t(v k ), get a vote-total r(t(v k ), L v←w (v)), and estimate v k to be good or bad using a threshold of α v←w (v) = −19. That is, if r(t(v
then v k is estimated to be bad. Otherwise, it is estimated to be good. The threshold choice is driven by the consideration that vote-totals below −19 almost always show v k to be bad.
An example
Let us discuss an example where the word there is examined in a given testing text. First, Ltest constructs the set of confusion words for there. Let that set be {three, their}. Thus, we have two substitutions involving there: there←three and there←their. Each occurrence of there is examined twice. Once, there is examined relative to the substitution there←three. The second time, there is examined relative to the substitution there←their. Let us discuss the first case. When there is examined relative to the substitution there←three, each occurrence there k of there in the testing text is tested twice as follows: (i) Compute the vector for there k . Based on the testing technique described above, the occurrence there k is estimated to be good or bad.
(ii) Replace there k by an occurrence three q of the word three, and construct a vector for that generated occurrence three q . Then three q can be classified as good (resp. bad), and thus the occurrence there k is estimated as bad (resp. good). If the two tests (i) and (ii) estimate there k as bad, then the occurrence there k is declared bad; otherwise there k is declared good.
Declare each instance of v that in the testing step is ignored relative to a substitution v←w to be a discarded v(v←w) instance. If an instance of v is not discarded relative to a substitution v←w, declare it to be a tested v(v←w) instance. By these definitions, an instance of v may be discarded relative to a substitution v←w and may be tested relative to another substitution v←z.
Let N d (resp. N t ) be the total number of discarded (resp. tested) v(v←w) instances encountered in all iterations through the testing step. If the ratio N t /(N d + N t ) is close to 1, then the learning step has produced most of the logic formulas needed for checking the given testing text. On the other hand, a ratio close to 0 implies that the learning step has produced few of the logic formulas that are relevant for the testing text. For this reason, we call the ratio N t /(N d + N t ) the relevance ratio of the given prior text and the given testing text. Section 5 shows that relevance ratios close to 1 can be achieved by a suitable augmentation of the given training and history texts.
Implementation and computational results
The learning step and the testing step of Ltest have been added to an existing software system for spell and syntax checking called Laempel. In this section, we review that system, describe how the method has been inserted, and report computational results that include a comparison with the prior methods BaySpell and WinSpell.
The spell checker of Laempel is described in Zhao and Truemper (1999) . The key feature setting it apart from other spell checkers is the high probability with which Laempel suggests correct replacement words for misspelled words (96% for the top-ranked replacement word) and recognizes correct words that are not in the dictionary, as correct (82%). Laempel achieves this performance by learning user behavior and using that insight to make decisions.
The syntax checker of Laempel is covered in Zhao (1996) . It consists of three steps. In the first step, the given text is cleaned up by a screening process. In the second step, two logic modules check the cleaned text for local syntactic errors. A total of 27 different cases are considered. The third step is applied to each sentence that does not contain any local syntactic errors. A reasoning process involving 18 logic modules analyzes each such sentence for global syntactic errors. If no such error is determined, the process attempts to parse the sentence. We say "attempts" since the process gives up on parsing if the sentence is so complex that the 18 logic modules become bogged down in the parsing process. In tests, the percentage of sentences that were parsed by the syntax checker ranged from 100% for simple texts and 76% for a mathematical text to 61% for a TV network news text. For the sentences that have been parsed, Laempel records for each word the assigned part-ofspeech. That information is utilized later to estimate whether a given word has a dominant part-of-speech.
We are ready to discuss the implementation of the learning step of Ltest. Recall that the learning algorithm splits the prior text into a training text and a history text, and then deduces from these two texts a collection of logic formulas. Prior to the computation of the formulas, Laempel carries out spell checking and syntax checking for the two texts and asks the user to make corrections as needed. The learning algorithm processes the corrected texts to obtain the collection of logic formulas.
We turn to the implementation of the testing step of Ltest. Let a testing text be given. Laempel first checks the text for spelling and syntax errors. Once the user has made appropriate corrections, the testing algorithm searches the text for context-based spelling errors. Whenever the algorithm has produced a list of likely errors for a substitution v←w, Laempel poses the top-ranked instance of the list to the user as possibly in error. If the user declares the instance to be correct, Laempel assumes that all other instances of the list are correct as well. On the other hand, if the user declares the instance to be in error, Laempel records that fact, removes the instance from the list, and applies the above rule recursively; that is, Laempel poses the currently top-ranked instance to the user as possibly being in error, and so on. Once a testing text has been checked for context-based spelling errors, Laempel records all sentences that do not contain any error acknowledged by the user. When the text is processed again after changes by the user, those sentences are presumed to be correct, and checking focuses on modified or new sentences. This rule reduces subsequent processing times of the testing file. We have evaluated the performance of Ltest. The texts consisted of mathematical book chapters formulated in T E X, technical papers in L A T E X, and newspaper texts covering health and politics. Table ? ? tells the number of words, the number of word instances of the texts, and the classification as training, history, or testing text. Note that the first group of texts consisting of texts 1-1 to 1-4 contains two history texts 1-2 and 1-3. The smaller of the two history texts, 1-2, has 8,291 word instances, while the larger history text, 1-3, has 16,443 instances. We see in a moment how the difference in size of the two history texts affects the learning of logic formulas.
Recall from the learning step that for a given substitution v←w we attempt to derive two sets L v←w (v) and L v←w (w) of logic formulas, by first replacing each instance of w by v, and then replacing each instance of v by w. Denote the first replacement by v-w and the second one by w-v. We need this notation for the next Table 2 : Learning cases of applying the learning algorithm to the combinations of training/history texts shown in Table ? ?. The statistics include the number of replacements v-w evaluated, the distribution of the number of instances of v in the training text connected with the replacements v-w, the total number of logic formulas learned from the texts, and the execution time. Computations were done on a Sun Ultra 1 (167 MHz) workstation, which by current standards is slow. The training time ranges from 1h 17m to 6h 14m, with an average of 3h 43m. Most of that time is required for the computation of logic formulas by Lsquare. On present day computers, say with 1000 MHz, training time would be at most 1h. Line 1 of Table ? ? shows that training text 1-1 and history text 1-2 led to learning of 4,760 logic formulas for 119 replacements. In contrast, the same training text paired with history text 1-3 results in learning 7,040 logic formulas for 176 replacements, an increase of 48%. The large increase in learned information is due to the larger size of history text 1-3 compared with history text 1-2. Note that on average 27% of the training samples contained 3 to 10 instances of v in the training text, while 17% of the training samples contained 11 to 20 instances. Thus, roughly half of the training samples had at most 20 instances.
Once training was completed, the testing algorithm was applied to both large and small testing texts in the domains of the training/history texts. The cases of large testing texts are given in Table ? ?. For each testing text, the table includes the related training/history texts, the number of discarded and tested v(v←w) instances, and the number of falsepositive diagnoses incurred when algorithm processes the text. The percentage given with the number of tested v(v←w) instances is the relevance ratio, which in Section 3 is defined to be the number of tested v(v←w) instances divided by the total number of discarded and tested v(v←w) instances. For testing text 1-4, the relevance ratio is 46% when 1-1/1-2 are used as training/history texts. The ratio increases to 54% when 1-1/1-3 are used instead. The improvement is due to the fact that history text 1-3 leads to increased learning when compared with history text 1-2, as discussed in connection with Table ? ?. The average relevance ratio, which is 43%, is an undesirably small number that results from the random selection of training and history texts. In Section 5 it is described how relevance ratios close to 1 can be achieved by an appropriate augmentation of the training texts and history texts. We did not carry out such manipulation for the tests of this section so that the test results are unbiased. The percentage listed in Table ? ? with the number of false-positive diagnoses is the ratio of that number divided by the number of tested v(v←w) instances. That percentage is small and ranges from 0.4% to 2.2%, with an average of 0.7%. Much more important from a user standpoint is the fact that the number of false-positive diagnoses is uniformly small, ranging from 17 to 33, with an average of about 23. The testing time is on the order of 2m for each case. On current computers, that time would be on the order of 20s.
Into each large testing text of Table ? ?, we randomly introduced context-based spelling errors and, for each such error, checked if the syntax checker or Ltest detected that error and posed it to the user as top-ranked candidate. Thus, the results characterize the error detection capability of Ltest for cases where learning is possible from the training/history texts. Table ? ? summarizes the performance. The percentage figures in parentheses represent the portion of generated errors detected by the syntax checker or Ltest, as applicable. Note that the syntax checker on average found only 12% of the errors, while Ltest identified 68%. Combined, the two checks located 72% of the errors.
We extracted several small testing texts consisting of at most a few sentences from the large testing texts. Table ? ? contains the statistics about these small testing texts. The names of the texts are derived from those of the large ones by adding one or two primes. For example, the small testing texts 1-4 and 1-4 are derived from the large testing text 1-4. Table ? ? lists the training/history texts used in conjunction with the small testing texts and provides statistics analogously to Table ? ?. The average relevance ratio is 43% and thus equal to that for large testing texts. The number of false-positive diagnoses ranges from 0 to 2, with an average of 1. The average false-positive rate is 8%. That percentage may seem high, but this is not important since the number of false-positive diagnoses is small. The execution times of Table ? ? are far below the roughly 2m required for large testing texts and As for the cases of large testing texts, we randomly inserted context-based spelling errors and determined how many of these errors were identified by the syntax checker or by Ltest. Table ? ? contains the results. On average, the syntax checker finds only 4% of the errors, while Ltest locates 87%. In contrast to the large testing texts, the syntax checker does not help at all since Ltest finds all errors determined by the syntax checker. Table ? ? summarizes the performance of the leading prior methods BaySpell (Golding (1995) ) and WinSpell (Golding and Roth (1999) ) and Ltest on the same prior text and testing text. D. Roth kindly made these texts available. They were obtained by a 80/20 split of the 1-Million-Words Brown corpus (Kucera and Francis (1967) ). The figures in the table represent the percentages of correctly classified word instances for the specified confusion sets. On average, Ltest achieved the best performance with 95.4% accuracy, compared with 89.9% for BaySpell and 93.5% for WinSpell. The testing times used by Ltest for the cases in Table 8 are comparable and very close to those reported in Table 3 .
The detection rate of 95.4% for Ltest is much higher than the 68% found earlier for large texts. How is this possible? First, the two rates concern different statistics. The 95.4% rate covers classification of correct words as correct and of erroneous words as incorrect. The 68% -First, the test using the Brown corpus relies on much larger training texts than we used in the earlier tests.
-Second, most confusion words of Table ? ? are content words-that is, nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. We have found confusion sets involving such words to be much easier to handle than sets involving function words such as prepositions, connectives, and articles. Such words were part of the earlier tests. Indeed, the tests even check for some errors in mathematical formulas such as misspelled mathematical variables.
-Third, some of the large testing texts considered earlier involve numerous special terms, -Fourth, the constraint of very low false-positive rate imposed on Ltest makes detection of errors much more difficult. It would be interesting to see how the two leading prior methods perform when they are adapted so that they take all of these aspects into account.
The experiments show that Ltest finds the majority of context-based spelling errors, provided the error instances v k can be tested. This is so if two conditions are satisfied: (1) For each erroneous instance v k , the correct word must occur in the testing text. (2) Logic formulas for the applicable substitutions v←w must have been learned. The first condition is typically met in large testing texts, but is not necessarily satisfied in small testing texts. There is a simple way to avoid this shortcoming for small testing texts. We take an additional, large text in the same domain area, test it, and correct it if necessary. Let us call the resulting text the core text. Whenever a small text is to be tested, we adjoin it to the core text and test the resulting large expanded text. If an instance of v occurs in the small text portion, and if an instance of w occurs anywhere in the expanded text, then v is tested for possibly being the result of a context-based spelling error. As a result, almost any v that should be tested is indeed tested.
The second condition is satisfied if the training/history texts are representative of the testing texts. This is not the case for the above tests due to our random selection of training/history texts. In the next section, we see how representative texts can be obtained, as part of several extensions.
Extensions
Significant improvements in the error detection rate can be attained by a better syntax checker, since, in our tests, quite a few context-based spelling errors resulted in syntactically incorrect sentences that were not flagged by the Laempel syntax checker. A better syntax checker would also lower the false-positive rate, for the following reason. Let v←w be the currently processed substitution in the testing step. Suppose the testing step tentatively replaces an instance of v by w. If the syntax checker determines that the modified sentence is syntactically incorrect, then we need not consider v as a possibly misspelled or mistyped w, and thus eliminate a potential false-positive diagnosis. We tried this idea using the Laempel syntax checker and found that it reduced the number of false-positive diagnoses insignificantly. A better syntax checker should produce substantially better results.
Another improvement produces a relevance ratios very close to 1. Suppose we have sufficient text to determine the entire vocabulary used in the given domain. We compute the confusion set for each word of that vocabulary. Given a training text and a history text, we check if each of these texts contains, for each word occurring in one of the confusion sets, at least three instances each. If this is not the case for a given word, we add sentences from general text material to the training or history text, as needed, until each word is reasonably represented, say, by 10-20 instances. When training is done using the expanded training and history texts, then logic formulas are produced for each word of each confusion set. Accordingly, testing achieves a relevance ratio of close to 1.
It is possible that a person makes an error repeatedly, for example, by confusing "its" and "it's" or "complement" and "compliment." Such behavior is contrary to one of the two assumptions made in Section 1, and it affects the reliability with which errors are detected via thresholds. One may remedy this shortcoming of Ltest as follows. Whenever an error involving a given substitution v←w is found to occur more than once in a testing text, then that case is recorded as part of the performance history of the person who created the text. In subsequent tests, that fact is taken into account when characteristic vectors are constructed in connection with the substitution v←w and evaluated via logic formulas. Space constraints prevent a detailed discussion, but the main idea is that, for the evaluation of v←w, each sentence with an instance of v is viewed as separate small text, and that v is tested for correctness as described in Section 4 using a core text. The use of a performance history of a person may seem far-fetched. But the spell and syntax checker of the Laempel System, of which Ltest is now part, already uses such history information, with good results.
This section discussed some of the future research directions which can be summarized as follows: -Improving the syntax checker to reduce the number of false-positive cases as mentioned earlier in this section. -Devise methods to derive certain generic formulas to be used whenever training is not possible due to small number instances. -Explore the usage of some core good text (see the last two paragraphs in section 4) to be adjoined to small testing texts where there may not be enough word instances to collect sufficient features of these words in the characteristics vector.
Summary
The chapter describes the method Ltest for finding context-based spelling errors. The key elements are as follows.
(1) An encoding of the relationships of an instance of a word to other instances of that word, using the text under investigation and a history text that acts as a reference text for both training and testing. The encoding is based on neighborhoods of word instances and, if applicable, on the dominant parts-of-speech of such instances. (2) Representation of the relationships between words instances and correct/incorrect use by logic formulas that are extracted by a data mining algorithm. (3) A voting system based on the logic formulas. (4) A calibration of the voting system via thresholds for each testing text.
Ltest has been added to an existing system for checking spelling and syntax errors. A number of tests have proved that the resulting system is effective and robust. It detects the majority of context-based spelling errors while committing few false-positive diagnoses. Execution times of the system are moderate for the learning step and are small for testing even large texts.
error. Regardless of the specific situation, any such error most likely involves a v k with smallest vote-total r(t(v k ), L v←w (v)) or a v p with largest vote-total s(f v←w (v p ), L v←w (v)). Of course, we do not know if such an error is present. But we do not want the threshold computations to be affected by such errors. So, as a precautionary measure, we delete the smallest vote-total from the list of r(t(v k ), L v←w (v)) and sort the remaining entries. We end up with a sorted list of vote-totals, say, r 1 , r 2 , . . . r m with r 1 largest, and know that these vote-totals very likely correspond to good instances of v. Similarly, we delete the largest vote-total from the list of s(f v←w (v p ), L v←w (v)) and sort the remaining entries. We end up with a sorted list of vote-totals, say, s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n with s 1 largest, and know that these votetotals very likely correspond to bad instances of v. Note that the above arguments crucially depend on the assumption of Section 1 that errors involving a given word are rare. There may be situations where a person makes the same error repeatedly. For example, the person may repeatedly confuse "it" and "it's" or "complement" and "compliment." In that case, the threshold computed next may still allow such errors to be caught. But the probability that this will take place is reduced. In Section 5, a modification of Ltest is described that, over time, leads to improved detection of such systematic errors.
Recall that the testing step estimates an instance of v to be good (resp. bad) if the votetotal is above (resp. below) the threshold α v←w (v) . Hence, if the smallest r i , which is r m , is larger than the largest s j , which is s 1 , then we pick α v←w (v) about halfway between r m and s 1 . If r m ≤ s 1 , we want a compromise value for α v←w (v) that minimizes the sum of the number of r i below α v←w (v) and the number of s j above α v←w (v). The computations below reflect these ideas, but also rely on the notion that, in case several threshold values equally well achieve the stated goal, then, among these, the threshold value closest to 0 is preferred.
The above computations can be carried out only if each of the words v and w occurs at least twice in the testing text. In the situations where the testing step requires thresholds, two instances of v are guaranteed to exist. However, w may occur just once, and thus the vote-totals s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n may not exist. In that exceptional case, the single instance of w may itself constitute a context-based spelling error, and we are reluctant to rely on that instance to make decisions regarding the instances of v. Instead, we define the threshold α v←w (v) to be equal to −39. This means that we are very conservative in estimating an instance of v to be in error and that we do so only if the vote-total is equal to −40. (v) .
Computation of threshold

